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In vi©w of the enactment of school laws by tho Fif­
tieth Legislature, tho idea of larger adninistrativo units 
has caused a revolution in school policies in Texas. The 
Gilmer-Aiken Committee appointed by the lato Governor 
Jocter mad© recommendations that educators think there is 
a more complete, a more adequate, and a more economical 
method of tho administering school property and finance. 
-hose now laws relative to consolidation have caused 
confusion, because tho school is tho community center 
around which the community revolves. Each family estab­
lishes residence as close to the school as possible for tho 
convenience of its children. 
Bio Forney school district is surrounded by six com­
mon school districts. Two of those districts are able to 
remain in operation, but duo to their financial status and 
seuool population, those districts wore needed to bring the 
Forney school district up to its desired financial and en­
rollment needs. To got those two districts to annex to tho 
Forney distx^iet was considered a pi'oblou of long standing; 
but, when tlx© tamstoes of the .^o districts v/oro approached, 
they consented to annexation and transferred all school 
property to tho Forney school district. 
2 
Statement of the Problem 
A redefining of the educational policios of the 
schools of tho Forney Indopondont school district to moot 
more nearly tho needs of the school population after con­
solidation prompted the writor to so ok facts concerning tho 
adequacy of tho present school plant and to dotormina what 
changes were necessary in order to moot effectively tlioso 
school needs insofar as school plants are concerned* 
Before any attempt was made to propose a school plant, 
the following questions wore asked: 
1. What are the demands being mode of school build­
ings? 
2* ¥&y is it important 'that these demands be met? 
3, What will bo the building needs of the district 
after consolidation? 
ij... v/ill the homey district bo financially Able to 
supply those needs? Xf so, what is tho best 
financial plan suited to tho district? 
5, Can the small school adequately m»et .the educa­
tional needs of a co-aiiunlty? Xf so, how can tills 
bo done? 
In order to properly answer the questions stated 
above, it is necessary to determine the educational needs 
of tho district, and tho ability of tho district to meet its 
finaneial obligations should it bo necessary to create a 
building indebtedness, fhis mount determining the number 
of children, to bo educated, not only for the present, but 
also for a reasonable future; it .meant that the character 
of a building program would depend largely upon the nature 
of the curriculum to bo undertaken; it meant, finally, a 
complete inventory of the school plant in ovory rospoct. 
an u-io light Oi those findings, it was necessary to 
mice proposals for a program of school building construction 
as well as to show (l) the extent to which present needs aro 
being net; (2) the conditions under which tho schools are 
operated! (3) the extent to which tho district can afford to 
meet those needs; and (ip) tho financial plan boat suited to 
the conditions of the district. 
Limits of tho Problem 
-his problem is limited to housing a twelve grade 
educational program for about 300 pupils. Constructional 
features will bo carried out with a thought of tho needs of 
tho community as a whole. Aside from trie regular academic 
studios the plant will bo limited to housing only three 
vocational courses those are: homo economics, shop activi­
ties, and typing# 
She plant will be of ordinary frame construction, 
'.'on rosular aoadonlo olaooroom, library, shop. 
rtrvi homo economies rooms will b© provided• Actual coot of 
the building to tho district is expected to bo from U2G,GGQ 
to A25, 000. Alio so limits of cost have boon sot duo to tho 
fact that tho district already has an enormous amount of 
building materials. 
Sources of data for this study are: similar prob­
lems selected from tho Bibliography of he search Studios in 
Education, obtained from tho university of Lebraska and the 
University of Indiana, selected materials from professional 
magazines, research in sclioolliouse planning, the City Libra­
ry, Dallas, Toxasj Lango Library, University of California, 
Berkeley, Calif orniaj and ins pec tionol tours of schools of 
•she approximate also needed at Forney, Coxae. 
Importance of tho Study 
Tt10 Ilogro school at Fornoy, Texas is a. twelve-grade 
state-accredited school, but like many of the small schools 
of Texas, it has not kept fully apace with the trends in 
modern education. The school plant was built ton years agoj 
a fow years before educational leaders in this region of 
Texas began to give serious thought to larger administrative 
units t.rough consolidation, As a result, while tho school 
building is in good physical condition, it falls to provide 
adequate housing as well as many of the facilities considered 
necessary for a modern school program. 
The school plant is a permanent, or relatively perma­
nent, possession of a school system. Therefore, in planning 
a mm school building, it is important that the future needs 
of the community be considorod. As previously stated in 
this chapter, the Forney school district annexed six sur­
rounding districts. Some of the terns that led to a peace­
ful procedure of annexation v/oro: (l) that the Forney school 
district would provide adequate housing and facilities for 
all of the children for each district acquired through con­
solidation, and (2) that provisions for adult activities 
would receive proper consideration. 
It is for Idi© above reasons that this study is of 
paramount Importance. A satisfactory solution to this prob­
lem will mean that the iia.iediato needs of the community will 
have been mot. .And a satisfactory educational program can 
bo carried out, _ 
Review of Related Studios 
fho study by flenu —. . . inno, A lTOf̂ s?asx fox1 the 
ma[a?ovoaiont of '1110 Rivorvlow Gonsolidated dchool riant, 
doscribos a building of the approximate also of the building 
needed at Forney,1 This study showed that corridors are 
..I P. -Ahine, R* A i.yoiP'ai.i for the Improvement of 
-9fflaoliaato?I '̂Ushb J -s-
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flanked only on one side by classrooms. Eile plan of con­
struction la extravagant of space and materials. It also 
mkea it difficult to group classrooms of related interest, 
alio fact that the above plan of construction is extravagant 
of space, Implies also that unnecessary time will bo usod 
in tlio exchange of classes* She above study shews also 
that concealed radiation is usod. Iiigginsc says: 
Concealed radiation costs more than exposed 
radiation and in sow© now schoolsf mechanical 
radiation has been ooittod to offset the cost 
of installing concoalod radiation. 
Therefore, concealed radiation will not bo rccoiaaondod for 
the Pornoy school. Building plana for the Pornoy school 
will call for corridors flanked on both sides by class-
rooms, and individual heating units for each classroom. 
Another study by Lowia P. Ponies, Uhlvoraity of 
Ilobraska, ilanning School 1 Xante for Coi^axnity Uso. was 
reviewed, 3 This study deals with planning a school build­
ing for uoo by adults and out-of-sahool youth in communi­
ties with a four-yoor high school onrollment of 1#0 or fewer 
eIIiggins, Thomas 1. " uoctions in Kegard to hew 
School Construotion," The nation*a Schools, p. 4.3, 
°kowles, I .owl 3 p, Planning School Plants for Commu­
nity-Use, Unpublished actor's J&.TT. ~ 
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pupils, and an olomontary school onrollnont of 200 on fewer 
pupils« 
the study also shows that playground should provide 
recreational facilities for the entire populace; that an 
auditorium-gymnasium, library, and community room should bo 
provided and heated separately from the rest of the build­
ing# 
In view of the fact that the above study is con­
cerned with a building problem similar to the one at Pornoy, 
the writer matt© a critical study of the building an it^> 
finished form, iho constructional features In t ils building 
soon impractical, ahoy are: (1) position of lavatories of 
the gymiasium in relation to the lavatories in the main 
building, and (2) the constructional plan of the gymnasium 
floor in relation to the floors in the main bulldi: io 
explain, the gymnoa ium is entered by way of the ©nd-lino. 
2ho stage is opposite this entrance, lavatories and dressing 
rooms arc back of the stage, ilils plan ox cons true t i on 
necessitates too wide a distribution of the sewage ayctem, 
wiilch adds unuooosoory expense for sewage extensions. the 
gymnasium floor is in the sumo plane as the floors of the 
main building separated only by a single partition, ami® 
plan of construction does not protect classroom activities 
from activities carried on in the gymnasium. If the above 
building was acoustically treated, the study did not say so. 
She 'writer will attempt to correct the above plan of 
8 
construction in his study in the following ways: (l) Ins toad 
of having a direct entrance to the gymnasium, the main cor­
ridor will intersect a protected breeze-way corridor, 12 
feet in width and extending at right angles to a length equal 
to the combined width of the two adjacent classrooms* 
{2) At each and of the brcoze-way will be an entrance, this 
plan of construction will servo as a brook of the noise 
coning from the gymnasium. (3) £o further protect the 
classrooms from noises from the gymnasium, throû j. a process 
of terrace grading, the plans upon which the floor of the 
main building will bo constructed will be raised eight foot 
above tho level of the gymnasium floor. ([<.) Instead of 
entering, the gymnasium by way of tho end line, entrance will 
be r.iid-vmy between the end lines, the stage will be opposite 
this entrance, this moans that instead of the gymnasium 
forming a straight line with the corridor of the main build­
ing, It will form a l'T!f, (5>) On each side of the entrance 
bleachers will extend along the nearer side-line, beginning 
at a point four feet above -the gymnasium floor, slanting 
upward 12 feet, (6) Beneath tho bleachers will be tho 
lavatories and dressing rooms, kith this arrangement, audi­
ences will be nearer the stago, noises will be controlled 
to tho tiiniamm, and a decided economy will be effected in 
sov/age disposal installations. 
M E N  
l o f H  4  7 1 ^  
%OOttS| WO R 
H < q  1 .  P R O P O S E D  P H Y S I C A L  P L A H T  F O R  
T H t  H E Q R O  S C H O O L  D  I  5 T  R  I C  J  ,  F O  R H t Y  T E X A :  
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John J. horshall,4 director of research and school-
house planning, est Virginia department of education, 
outlined 12 a tops to bo followed in planning a school 
building, 'alioso aro: (l) study the oemounlty, (2) ro-eval*-
uate the school program* (3) state building noods cloarly, 
dp) select architect, {$) cliooso the site, (6) prepare 
preliminary drawings and estimates* (y) detoinaiae financial 
requirements, (3) prepare working drawings and specifica­
tions, (9) award the contracts, (10) supervise construc­
tion, (11) install oauipasent, and (12) acquaint the co:.,-
:mmity with its now building. 
In addition to reviewing studies selected fron the 
Bibliography of research dtudios in Education, the v/rltor 
Inspected a recently constructed school building at hocsor, 
fezaa. -his building is of the approximate sise needed at 
Forney, Sezaa. Courses offered aro about the sane as those 
to be offered in tho proposed school at Forney* hie plan 
of construction in this building sooios to have put "hconoiuy 
of Construction" above "Safety of Cons timet ion." 
Eho writer is of the opinion that the idea of economy, 
can be o vor euphas isod, ospccially when it affects the safety 
M̂arshall, John E, "Bettor Practices for Cchool-
houso Construction," Sic nation's ,,chaolo. Llav. l9liD. 
P« 39. 
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of th© children -and the adaptobloneaa of each teaching milt 
to other teaeliing units in the building. 
ill© writer, through observation, found that tho 
corridors arc too narrow causing congestion at cocoas 
periods * In case of a firo in the building;* indications 
are that fatalities might result. Corridors should be 10 
feet in width if drinking fountains and lockers ore 
recessed, 12 feet in width if such equipment is not 
recessod.0 
Corridors in the Eosser school building are eight 
foot in width. these corridors flank the gymnasia.. on throe 
aides. Classrooms are- along tho opposite sides of the cor­
ridors. She writer found through observation that activi­
ties in the gymnasium are heard throughout the building# A 
constructional plan that permits intorforance by noises from 
room to room is an undesirable constructional plan. 
to prevent congestion in the corridors of the homey 
school all main corridor® will be 10 feet in width clear of 
any obstructions. Hie gymnasium will be planned so that it 
will not flank corridors of adjoining classrooms# -uch a 
plan of construction will prevent activities in the gym­
nasium from disturbing classroom activities. 
°:.'.oohlman, Arthur B, .. utile o sol luint. p. IpOh". 
IB 
Despite the fact that the writer does not agree with 
every construetional feature in the dosser school building# 
invaluable information was obtained that will help the 
writer in the solution of his own problem, 
Ehe value of this thesis lies in the promise that 
the Forms coixamity is typical of suuy small calamities, 
and similar application of these principles may be made 
when building now plants, 
_iie tabao on the following page shows a comparison of 
the Dosser school building and the proposed school building 
at Pomoy, 
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TABLE X* A COMPARATIVE STUDY 0? THE ROSSES HXOII SCHOOL AID 
THE PROI03ED IS3QI10 HIGH SCHOOL AT PUlilEX, EOS 
Description Roscer Forney 
Square foot in floor space li^oo 13^270 
lumber of regular classrooms 12 10 
Vocational classrooms 2 2 
High school enrollment 78 6l 
Sloajentary school enrollment 190 201 
Assocsod valuation of school 
district #1,500,000 82,600,000 
Ta^i rate of district per 
viOG 1.30 1.30 
Total cost of plant 20,000* 
Expected cost of plant 20,000**" 
Value of plant 36,000 
Expected value- of plant 75,000 
Typo of construction Brick vonoorod Ordinary frame 
4$* 
The difference botwoon the cost and the value of the 
Ross or school building is duo to the fact that army sur lus 
buildings wore bought at a vory low cost. 
"Th© difference between the expected cost and the 
oxpectod value of the Forney school, building is anticipated 
in view of the fact that the Forney school district ae. aired 
eight school buildings urougli consolidation. 
3& 
CHArTO II 
THE ixjriAiroS ssisa mm.: OF SCHOOL BUXLDIUCJS 
A1JD HOW THS85 DIL'LIHJD HIGH? Bb HE? 
V/ldcr Uoo of the School Plant 
Many educators decry the fact that the school build­
ing Is used to tern hours of the day. 3hey maintain that 
wear and tear on the building does not increase in propor­
tion to the tine the building is in uoo; also they state 
that additional use of the school plant adds but slightly 
to the expense of operation, both of these contentions are 
advanced by hngelhardt in the following statement? 
It is absurd to think of utilising school 
buildings in the future as little as they 
have boon utilised in the past, host 
achoolhouses will not wear out any more 
rapidly if they were used fifteen hours 
of the day than if they are merely used five 
hours. 
In support of the statement that additional use of 
tli© plant adds only slightly to the oost of operation, 
Nelson says; 
ĥngclhardt, II. L. !,2.IC Function of the School 
Building in tho Community,*' Teacher* s College accord, 
p. U&L.  ̂ ' 
IS 
Provisions fox* such activitios (adult 
education, social and recreational 
activities) . . . involve only slight 
additional expenditures in money and 
few administrative changes in order 'to 
maintain.3 
Surveys revealed that many even utilise too smll a 
proportion of the space during the regular school day. Cox 
and Longfitt states 
Although many small high schools have achieved 
an efficient utilisation of classroom units or 
classroom units and office space, it is a 
rather common observation to find high schools 
with an auditorium, gpaaiasiu , library, or 
other osponaivo units from which actual sorvice 
is secured only during a small portion of the 
day. Jfficiont schedule making will provide a 
larger use of all such units."' 
Packer'c assorted some years ago that if the average 
utilisation of pupils1 stations in classrooms, study halls, 
library, laboratories, and shops are below 70 por cont, 
reasonable skepticism regarding "crowded conditions™ may 
develop. In the light of these statements, it would seem 
that modern education demands a greater uso of the existing 
"Kelson, Leslie . ™3ho lohool Plants In the Small 
Community flan, ' Gohool mocntivc Lagasino« p. 310. 
aCon, -hiHipj Langfitt, 17.. L.j and Bsaorson, B. 
-t„h .chool .dminiatratiQn and uuporviaion. p, 189. 
i  .  0 .  h v > ' v . i . G j  o± mdiii -;C-iOol — ro/^ous. 
building and equipment in order that tlie educational program 
will return to the community and state value received, 
A study of recent literature in the field of standards 
for small school buildings reveal throe general principles 
which affect building utilisation and which should guide 
school authorities in planning now buildings as well as 
modernizing and renovating old ones, While these principles 
are not necessarily new, they aro receiving a new emphasis, 
Shis is probably due to the fact that school administrators 
aro giving much attention to the problems peculiar to the 
snail schooli whereas, a few years ago, they wore Indiffor-
ont to the problems of the small school. Administrators of 
tlie small schools are coming to realize that the modern 
snail school building must possess these characteristics to 
moot adequately and to serve the purposes for which the 
community invests its capital, 
2he three basic principles are: (l) flexibility, 
{;:} multiple use of space, and C3) multiple supervision. 
While the large school building nay make use of these prin­
ciples to some extent, they probably are of primary impor­
tance to the small school because of the fact that many 
pupils are supervised, and as many pupil activities aro 
carried on at one time under one teacher as administrative 
devices can make possible. In the Sovontoonth Yearbook of 
the American Association of Administrator's is the following 
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roforonce to those three basic principless 
Standards which apply to the school building, 
largo or small indis cr ima t o ly , fail in several 
roo. octs to make provision for cortain definite 
needs of the small school system. For purposes 
of the small school system. For purposes of 
this discussion, tho principles advanced to 
fulfil these needs seem to group thensolvos 
under throe heads: (a) Flexibility, (b) multi­
ple supervision, and (c) multiple use of space. 
Principle of Flexibility 
She principle of flexibility is defined as follows: 
. . . .  f l e x i b i l i t y  i n  a  s c h o o l  b u i l d i n g  i 3  
achieved when cons timet ion is planned so as 
to permit adjustment to space needs, not 
only at sorae indefinite future tine, but at 
any time and without undue and expensive 
changes. In relation to the small school 
field, the following throe phases arc 
important: (a) devices to permit immediate 
changes in room spaces, (b) construction 
planned for future additions to the building 
or for possible changes of partitions, 
(c) special adaptations to a variety of uses, 
such as the use of the same space for widely 
varying activities,0 
Ehoro are throe devices in use which facilitate the 
making of ia&iediate changes in room spaces, ahoy are: 
„ Ĝ ovontoontli xoarbook, "schools in Small Coixmni-
tios, p. id9. 
GIbid, 
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( X )  F o l d i n g  p a r t i t i o n s ,  ( Z )  r o l l - u p  p a r t i t i o n s ,  a n d  ( 3 )  
removable partitions. The first two types of partitions 
have an advantage over the third type of partition in that 
they do not require storage space. 
Principle of hultiplo use 
In a modernization program adaptability of room apace 
to a variety of uoos is an important consideration. The 
principle of multlplo use of space units, exemplified in 
so-called combination rooms, is increasing in use, -his use 
of ono room for a variety of ..activities is not a new prac­
tice; it has boon utilized in schoolhouso planning for a 
long time, but several research studios which havo been made 
in recent years reveal possibilities in a much wider prac­
tice of this principle than has been made in the past, home 
of these studios are: A Combination Music -Audi tor ium-
Gymnasium doom, 7 The Combination hoclal ..••cion.ce, Gngliah, 
and Language Room.3 
7Moo, Clayton Henry. A Combination husic-/nditorium~ 
Gymnaa ran Boom, Unpublished nastor1 a ThosisV 1^371 
°Carroll, hoy b, The Combination .oclal >cionce, 
• -ft'-1 bangungo -oo: iJnpublislaod I.faaSor^a xiwsia. 
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Ehe difficulty which confronts sehool authorities 
in wise planning for the use of the principle of multiple 
use is the fact that there is no complete set of guiding 
principles or standards available. As tho deventeenth 
Yearbook reports: 
Although this problem has been facod for many 
years and in individual school systems has 
been more or less satisfactorily solved, no 
authoritative set of standards is available 
for planning combination rooms; nor, appar­
ently, has any comprohonsivc study been made 
to determine the most feasible and effective 
combinations of activities. ouo combinations, 
it is true, have boen used so long and so 
frequently that their use has become stand­
ardised to some degree, ihe auditorium-
gymnasium and science classroom-laboratory aro 
examples of this, m other instances, certain 
combinations have been the outgrowth of local 
conditions such as overcrowding or lack of 
sufficient funds, -here can be no doubt that 
many combinations have been unwisely made, and 
that there is need for careful consideration 
of all factors involved in ouch individual 
instance.° 
Irinciple of kultipl© Supervision 
lerhaps the nood for woll-arrangod and adequate mul­
tiple supervisory units is as important, if not uoro iaq.or-
tant to the small school than the other two basic principles 
here discussed. Shis is due to the fact that in most small 
schools, Idior© are more classrooms than there are teachers. 
Seventeenth Yearbook. Op. cit,, p. I9lp, 
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Ihorefore, if this principle Is not put into practice, a 
great deal of inefficiency in the administration of the 
educational program of the school and in the utilisation of 
the building will result. 
It is also true that in a well-organised school 
system moro pupil activities will be carried on at on© th e 
than can bo given direct guidance and supervision by the 
teachers available. Consequently, multiple supervisory 
units become necessary if the program is to be properly 
administered, ho make available a large part of the teach­
er's time for supervising and guiding the largest number of 
pupils and pupil activities is one of the Important respon­
sibilities of the small school administrator. r£bft most 
reasonable solution to this problem, in the writer's opinion, 
is the installation or Improvement of provision for multiple 
supervision. 
"The fact that the basic eurricular program is the 
first consideration in planning a school building is admitted 
today by educational authorities. Wiley10 makes this fact 
plain when ho writes! "The first step in planning a school 
building is the formulation of its program of educational 
requirements. •' In the same article, lie further points out 
10'.7iloy, G. E, * Pulaski High ichool, Milwaukee,n 
i nor lean .chocl Do ard Journal. p. 
important part the school building plays in the educational 
program of the ©asaraunifcy by stating, "School buildings acrvo 
the educative processes carried on within themj thoy are a 
means to an end, and not an ond in themaolvoa.1,11 
However, it la not the purpose of this chapter to 
formulate tho basic curricula!* program of the school plant, 
but rather to point out fundamental considerations in plan­
ning a school plant for com,.amity use that will mohc possi­
ble the housing of a modern basic curriculum that will moot 
tho needs of both children and adults. 
•Demands for Mult Education 
an recent years, tho taxpayer has had reasons to 
think of Hie tremendous amount of money invested in school 
plants that aro occupied only a few hours oach day. It 
scorns that a question as to whether or not the funds are 
usod as wisely as possible might legitimately be raised. 
Ttio following is fngolhardt1 a opinion: 
axproaaod in dollars, tho annual normal needs 
for school buildings in the United States have 
ialien between three and four millions. Shose 
vase outlays of aioney have provided structures 
that aro usod for tlie large part only five 
hours of tho school day. ih© average number 
of hours of daily use spread over all the days 
of the year -would, of course, be much smaller. 
"ifciq.. P. 51. 
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The citizens who arc paying for theso build­
ings, ought to havo ill© privilege of wider 
returns for their invoofeient.-4-
J. J, Tiger t, former United States Commissioner of 
ducation, in a letter to the Secretary of the Interior on 
March 8, 1927, in an introduction to a bulletin which 
advocated wider use of school buildings, said: 
American people are no longer satisfied for 
their school buildings, Greeted usually at 
largo cost, to. be used only for day classes 
in ordinary instruction, Such loss of edu­
cational opportunity i3 not to bo endured 
with complacency. Furthermore, idleness 
during sin-sevenths of the hours of the year 
is contrary to the principle of full utilisa­
tion of plant, and it means waste of invest­
ment that is abhorrent to a nation which 
prides itself upon its business sense.10 
E, Li. Haralln, Professor of Agricultural Education, 
University of Illinois, In an article, "Lot's Make Then 
Public Schools," said: 
'o cannot expect wholohearted support of the 
schools by the public so long as thoy servo 
directly only a minority of the public and 
tho public has little to say directly no more 
than q.0 per cent of the families of Its com­
munity in any one year leaving 60 per cent cr 
TT«O " - 3̂ ->°lâ 8t, P. L. ''School Buildings for Community 
uso> journal of Mult due at Ion. M . l$j~b'3'. 
1"JCluock, Eleanor T, Extended Use of School Duild-
« P • 17 • 1" ' r •• 
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nor© of them to supxiort the school for 
altruistic natives which are far loss 
strong than motives that arise from personal 
benefits received or oxpoctod.x<t 
Adult education is becoming an integral part of tho 
educational program of the community. Adults, both young 
and old, are realizing tho noed for a better urideratending 
of tho common things that surround then in life. A books 
on adult education states that: 
Hundreds of people in rural communities are 
amicus to secure information and broaden 
their understanding. These, instead of 
being loss capable of growth and mental 
development than city dwellers, often have 
more receptive attitudes toward adult 
education than persona living in conjested 
sections. u 
Tills indicates that adult education has a place in the email 
community, and it is the or inion of most authorities on 
adult education that the school in the small community has a 
responsibility for mailing available this service to tho 
people it servos. Pi to places tho responsibility on tho 
school in the following statement: 
Sic first responsibility of the school is to 
educate the children, then adults. . . . 
hue at ion should include a program of teachers 
lor all hie people of the community from, the 
ages of six to sixty and include all subject 
"Hamlin# H. II, 'Let's I.lalr© Shorn lublio Schools," 
ih© nation*3 Schools, p. 2?. 
Hewitt, D. and Mather, 11. P. ,<Ault Uducation. p.33. 
matter relative to community needs, recreation, 
intellectual, and vocational,xc 
A 
2hore is need for adult education in small communities as 
indicated above and authorities agree that the school is the 
proper agency to promote this activity in the community. 
Demands for Provisions for (kmmmlty Assemblies 
Demands usually grow out of needs. Forney is a email 
town, without a building properly he a tod, lighted nor fur­
nished to accommodate such organisations as J hod Gross, 
Community elf oro dissociation, Health Organisations, Boy 
Scouts, Camp Fire lirls, Young hen#s Christian dissociation, 
and Young ' omon' a Christian Association, Since the Forney 
llogro school is a twelve grade plant, it is easily adapta­
ble to community use, All regular high school classrooms 
-iay be readily used for adult purposes as well as the shop, 
tne laboratories, gymnasium, and the auditorium, 
Demands for Library Services 
Cinco there is no public library in Forney, it sooms 
that one means, whereby the school might be bettor used as a 
community conter, would be through a community-school library. 
Oontog, £?*** *• 305100:1 a 
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Sio addition of this ccrvicc for community and school use 
would not ontail difficult or euponclvo building impllca-
tions, for the same building specifications required for 
the upper grades can bo used by adults by making the library 
accessible without distrubing classes in session. 
recreational Demands for Mults and Out-of-Dchool Youth 
©10 school building should be the heart of the corn-
xaunity, It is the most logical community con tor. Being the 
property of all the people, it should bo used by all the 
people. Various agencies havo attempted to build ooiaainity 
centers, fho coiaaunity-church movement is admirable, but 
usually can only bring together those individuals of ono 
faith. In the public school, it is possible to bring to­
gether all people regardless of ago, com, occupation, or 
religious belief. 
The school should be open and busy in the evening as 
woll as during tho day, and in suzacr as well us winter, 
trader states: 
Education should be a continuous process that 
goes on as long as life lasts. The school 
should have something to offer ©very woman, 
man, and child that will help them to make the 
most of life. Tho open school, including its 
facilities, for everybody is the ideal toward 
which all administrators should strive. The 
school curriculum is an ovor-changing process; 
it is af foe tod by the adults and out-of-school 
fue f - R hX 6 r*f» 
Prairie Vie* 
Pvaivl* Vi»w, *»**» 
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youth to a large dogreo. Therefor©} it ±3 
necessary that in planning a schoolhouso, 
it is Important that not one of the con­
stituents of th© corsixunity bo forgotten.17 
Social Activities Demands 
As stated earlier in this chapter, thoro is no public 
building suitable for community rooting in Fo'moy othor than 
tho public school building. It is reasonable, therefore, 
that the public school building should be available to the 
people of tho community, providing the community with such 
opportunity would bring the patrons , to th© 3ohool more often. 
Shis would, probably awaken greater corajunity interest in the 
school. 
Sumary 
Education in th© school and education in the corsKiunity 
are interwoven. hodern education demands that school build­
ings bo utilised to a greater extent than fchoy have been in 
tho past. ducators hold that schools use too little of the 
available roor.i space during the school dayi also, that the 
plant is utilised by out-of-school groups loss than is 
advisable. 
1 '.Trazier, George. An Introduction to Education, 
p. 56. ' 1 ——— 
2? 
dhreo basic principles should be considered in plan­
ning school buildings to seat the needs or the snail hi^b 
school. J.zo3o principles aro: (1) Flexibility, (2) nulti-
plo uoo of space, and (3) rjultipl© supervision. the above 
principles my be accomplished through the uoo of three 
devices, namely: (!) Folding partitions, (2) roll-up par­
titions, and (3) removable partitions. 
She demands being riade of school buildings are In­
creasing each your. She fact that the basic curricular 
program rocoivos first consideration in planning a school 
building is ocLiittod by educational authorities. Still a 
wider use of the school buildings might be achieved tjpough 
c;xr o ful :. 1 an i ing. 
All indications point toward a continued increase in 
leisure tiro and a growing nood for adult and out-of~school 
youth education programs. Co&Eaanlty uso of school buildings 
will, therefore, continue to increase, and school officials 
must plan for it more than they have in the past, hegordloss 
of adequate districts and finance, a school may fail as a 
community school serving the entire public unless its 
administration has the oomasiity school idea. 
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CHAPTER III 
COHSOKEDATIOU AS RELATED TO TD3 PORKSST SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Despite the fact that consolidation of the six 
surrounding common school districts with the Fomoy Inde­
pendent District was effected only in June, 1949* the 
trustoos of the surrounding common school districts had 
discussed such a novo for many years, The main issue that 
prevented consolidation of these surrounding districts was 
the existing tax rate of tho Pomcy school district which 
was considered to bo too high by tho taxpayers of tho sur­
rounding common school districts. 
Tax Rate and Financial Status of 
the Surrounding Districts 
To get an accurate picture of the financial status 
of tho districts that surround tho Forney district, tho 
table on tho following page was. prepared from the records 
of the Kaufman County Tax Assessor-Colloctor's office. 
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TABLE II. All AHALYSI3 OP TUB FXHABCIAL STATUS OP 'HIE SIX 
DISTRICTS THAT SURROUND THE FOREEY SCHOOL DISTRICT. 







































Total 52,5 „9k3,k30 32.75 101 
Tig above table shows that although tii© potential 
financial status of the surrounding districts was adequate 
to finance the existing school program, but du© to low 
enrollments, an. adequate oducational program could not be 
carried out# Inadequate educational progra13a .md "G-llvier-
Alken" legislation made consolidation a reality. 
Scope of Educational Programs. of the Surrounding Districts 
The scope of the educational offerings of the sur­
rounding districts was limited to ei^it grades. Only the 
l n t e n d o n W T t f ? i o r i i . ° O 0 n t 3 r  ̂  
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basic subject natter materials were taught. 2«'o provision 
was mode for individual differences of children, Jnfoll-
moat in some of those schools was so low that contain group 
activities could not bo carried out that would create an 
interest in the children for going to school. Utatistics® 
show that the enrollment in tho abovo-ucntionod schools has 
decreased steadily for the past 10 years. 
Assessed Valuation of the Forney bchool District Before and 
After Consolidation 
Clio assessed valuation of the Forney school district 
before consolidation was, vl*3G9#6-21» 2ho tax rate of the 
district was gl.GG per --100,00 as so s sod valuation. 
In Juno, 19k$t after consolidation, a re© Valuation of 
the Forney school district and the consolidated districts 
was made. Ihis re evaluation resulted in the establishment 
of a uniform tar rate of pi,30 per V100,0J valuation, and 
raised the assessed valuation of the now enlarged Forney 
school district to 02,600,000. With this added revenue, the 
problem relative to the ability of tho district to provide 
ado uate housing should bo solved. 
chocl Census --ocords, County Superintendent's 
Oiaico, i-. ...a...aij ..o —s, 
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Sumaary 
Hie purposes set forth by the Forney school district 
for consolidation wore: (1) to provide more nearly equal­
ised educational opportunities for children in tlio elemen­
tary and secondary schools; (2) to effect a greater degree 
of uniformity of tax rates among districts, and to permit 
wiser use of public funds expended for rapport of public 
schools* theso three proposals for consolidation showed 
specifically how they would result in improved programs of 
education in the rural areas or elsewhere* And how educa­
tional facilities may be Improved with no greater expendi­
ture than now made • 
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CHAP®. IV 
A STUDY OP SEES BUILDI1IGS MID 'EODIHYMT IMOYGS.'MY TO UB&T KS 
STIDS OF 'm FOmTI lYGPO SCHOOL AF'IYH COIISOLID.'.TIOK 
After consolidation the Forney ifegro School will have 
an enrollment of about 275? scholastics, for whom adequate 
building space and ©quip:iont coast bo provided. 
Definition of heed1 
The educational need of a community is regarded as 
the composite of all of those elements in the educational 
offering demanded by a state program for making available to 
all children a satisfactory sdnl&asa educational opportunity. 
The nood of a community, therefore, is proportional 
to tho cost of the education offered in a community to meet 
the ro uircnonts of the satisfactory state program for 
equal educational opportunity, Educational nood is purely a 
measure of education to be offered and not to be confused 
with ability to support education.3 
In tho problem of the Physical 1 lant. for the Forney 
ITegro School, however, much consideration Is being given to 
Hlort, Kalph. Tag I.easure of ducalional hoed. 
Toachoro College, Colu&ia1''tfeii'vorsTBy, Bulletin "ho." "ISO, 
193b. p. 2$. 
8lbid., p. 26. 
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tho : roblcai of cost and ability of the community to pay for 
an educational program. 
AB stated at the beginning of this chapter, the 
Forney Kegro School, after consolidation, will have an 
enrollment of about 275 students. About 75 of this na bor 
will bo in the high school. From past oxporionce and the 
outlook® for the next five years, the writer thinks that on 
average daily attendance of about 90 per cent or more can 
bo obtained. Shis means that a faculty of ten teacliors may 
be employed, on the regular :oaching load. 
Ire sent School Hunt 
At present the Forney ohool occupies three buildings, 
one five-room structure and two one-room structures, who 
present enrollment is 185, 6l high school -aid IfJj olo.nn-
tary students. cvon touchers ..re employed to oyer..,to the 
present Forney Johcol* 
• lants Acquired Uhrough Consolidation 
As stated in Chapter II, the Forney district acquired 
eight buildings through consolidation, Sie xiiyalcul condi­
tion of so von of these buildings is very good. o by 
°2ho "b'tghty-First Congress" tbroû i a legislative 
act cut cotton acreage sixty-five per cent in this county. 
carefully diamante Xing idico© tuuldingc# tn© writer sees a 
..©ssibility for using the material to a decided advantage, 
Sio ©puipmcnt in each, of those buildings is In good coali­
tion and can bo used in the proposed building* 
Eecousssjond&tions and an Analysis of the -reposed. Ihysical 
ilaat for the Forney llegro hehool 
Housing the -.louontary -chool Iro&i-ui 
lb© school plant will bo so constructed that sis 
Classrooms will bo used to house the elementary grades, 
din elementary teachers will be onployci. Under the pro­
posed plan, tuo administration hopes to employ teachers who 
can teach in more than one field# some will teach more than 
one grade, 
ike elan of organisation is of the 8-Ip type* do a 
large degree each grade will be taught the basic curriculum: 
reading, language, end number work on levels commensurate 
with the abilities of the particular .group, however, alter­
nation of grades will bo uaod in couo of the subjocts. 
Examples of this practice are the alternation, of health and 
geography in tho third and fourth grades, horo the subjects 
aro taught to both grades as one class, She subject matter 
is so organised that the field is covered toy the pupils in 
idie two years. In the fifth and sixth grades, history is 
alternated with literature and reading in democracyj and, in 
the seventh and eighth. grades, gecgrapljy and natural science 
W-^V <-•Uv». O-X-'Oi # 
dho proponed plant will be so planned that olcaiontary 
roans will bo largo enough to houco two .classes v/hon it is 
desirable, die advantage of using this device in tiio Forney 
situation as tho reduction in the number of recitation 
periods required by the daily program, thus allowing nor© 
tine for no remaining das eo and activities. -lie modem 
trend is fewer .recitation periods with increased tin© allot­
ment. -ho writer will recommend that the program of the 
Forney clcnontary school be carefully studied and revised 
with respect to the use of alternation of grades wherever 
it is educationally advisable. It la Ms opinion that a 
greater use of the device will bo a novo toward nodorriisa-
tion. 
Combination of Grades 
Combination of grades in the small school is a nouns 
of bringing pupils of several grades together, not only for 
the purpose of reducing the number of section groups, but 
for th© purpose of bringing together a larger number of 
pupils, haling piossiblo..desirable socialised activities by 
: rd.ci- .lion of larger group;:. 
there arc two -trends of more. or loss recent develop-
nent which have a decided affect upon elonontary school 
building pluming v/hlch - 111 be briefly discussed here. 
fhey arc: (1) the tendency to change from the study-
recitation to the activity procedure in the el, Bsvooof and, 
(2) the development of mw educational agencies in tlio school 
program, Piatt mentions those two developments in his arti­
cle on ^'Unique Characteristics of the Small belied" in the 
following statement: 
faore faro, however, two factors in recent 
elementary practices which affect the i leaning 
of small buildings, fhe first factor is the 
pronounced change in method whereby ©nphuaie 
is placed on activity rather than on study-
rocitation. hie second f etor is new educa­
tional agencies.4 
The activity procedure is, in the main, just what 
the name implies, Hi© pupils are encouraged to carry on 
other than classroom activities which involve life-liko 
situations, rather than being restricted.to their assigned 
stations and limited to formal study-rocitation procedure, 
disc and Mondenhall point out that building provisions are 
necessary in order to implement the now trend in schools, 
when they writes 
rS?~J? ,"jĉ 1."J# /'UnicI^ Characteristics of ,'Small 
' m^ulaxngs, ' .-aiorxcan -c'yaol --oard Journal, . if. 
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It should bo addod that what remains of the 
traditional, curriculum has already become broader, 
nor© interesting, and noro Informal In content, 
In method, and in setting, To the architect, 
those provisions may bo taken for granted In the 
future", ho school, v/hothor urban, suburban or 
consolidated rural plant, will bo complete 
without then.c 
hi Important factor in mailing provision for tho 
activity procedure In tho small school Is room size. Wiley 
points to tills nood v/hon he writes: 
Experience has shorn that it Is difficult to 
carry on an activity typo of rogram in tho 
old classroom, which is usually 23 foot by 33 
feet in also. 2i© new classrooms are being 
built 2hr foot by IpO foot.6 
If the school is to modernize Its curriculum by adopting 
the activity type of procedure, it follows that the school 
must make adequate provisions for carrying on the new. pro­
gram by modernizing the housing facilities. 
She writer has been able to find two references in 
the literature that offer solutions to the problem, one by 
Wiley in which he states: "She burden is upon the adminis­
trator and the architect to see that the building plays its 
Lester and 1 endoahall, James R, "Housing 
America's How Education," drehitoctural ..coord. pp. £31-32. 
cV/iley, Will L., Op. ext., p. 20. 
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vital part in the program of education#"7 Xlils, however*, 
is too general to have value* it merely places the rest on-
slbllity for adequate building plans, -bo other by lorkins 
which discusses the way in which JInnotka procoodod to find 
a solution to the problem in the classroom planning, ho 
states: "She problem was to design a classroom around a 
child instead of around a series of roles about light and 
ventilation,1,0 In the articlo are outlined seven factors: 
(lj seating, (2) story-comer, (3) project area, {I}.) 'work­
room, ($) clothing, (6) toilet, and (7) storage, hullo 
not many small schools may be able to do all described in 
this article, It may serve as a guide in planning, for those 
now developments in modem education. 
Secondary School Curriculum 
She trend in the modem secondary school curriculum 
in the small community is not only to provide the tradi­
tional offerings for college preparatory pupils given in 
the past, but by offering courses that more adequately mot 
the varying needs of the pupils who will not attend college 
or university, ilatt points to this trend when he writes 
7Ibid., p, 20. 
°i-orkins, Laurence B. STlXhe Llnnotlra Classroom," 
unorlcan Lchool Board Journal. pp. 52-b'3. 
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that: 
there is bountiful evidence that tho curriculum 
of the small high school has boon, and Is today, 
largely academic and college preparatory* one 
does not core to condemn this curriculum, but 
oducators recognise it as being wholly or par­
tially Inadequate* for the groat majority of 
students attending our small community high 
schools, Shore is, hov/ever, a commendable 
tendency toward a wider spread In high-school 
offerings•® 
She problem that confronts the small high school in 
broadening its curriculum so that it will more ade quately 
moet tho varying roods of all the boys and girls In the com­
munity is ono that has not as yet been entirely solved. How­
ever, thoro are techniques and methods used by a large number 
of small schools that do, at least in part, satisfactorily 
provide means of greatly increasing the subject offerings in 
the individual school, that llatt believes it possible for 
the small secondary school to provide all tho subjects which 
the larger school offers is evident in the following state­
ment: 
Instructional methods and devices have been 
Introduced and perfected which make this 
-.ossiblc. the snail school can of for vir­
tually any subject that can be classified 
as secondary in nature.3,0 
bilatt, Pari fO p .  c i t . ,  p .  I t f .  
10Ibid., p. Ip6. 
4o 
htononan and Broody make tho same promise in tho 
following statement: 
Since one of tho basic mmzmptions tlrrougjiout 
tliia work Is that tho offerings of tho small 
secondary school laay bo as extensive as those 
of the larger school, it follows that provisions 
mat be raado for all tho subjects doomed neces­
sary to a complete program.1 
The writer is in agreement with these assumptions, 
for he has put into :r act ice, to a limited extent, s own of 
those methods in the school in 'which he is now o. ployed. 
Homttnalcing and Coi.oorcial Studios have boon carried on in 
an unaccredited manner, yot those studios wore interesting 
and tiio results of these studies havo proved helpful to 
many of the students. dome students havo continued through 
college in these studies and are employed la commercial and 
homomaking vocations. 
Methods and Devices the Small Secondary School hay Uso. to 
Broaden its Curriculum 
Shore is a number of devices in uso at the present 
time which makes it possible for the small high school to 
offer a program of studies that will include a much wider 
field than tho traditional academic and college preparatory 
X13tan©maa> Horle A. and Broady, Shut© 0, IXilldlng 
htandarda for Bmall dchoola, University of liobraska kten-
sion liivision, Lincoln, hebraaka, 1939*- p. 3* 
hi 
curriculum. Some of these devices are no doubt more useful 
.Mian others, depending upon the existing conditions at the 
school employing the®* Howovor, the small adminlstra tor s 
should carefully consider all methods and do vices Milch may 
prove helpful in broadening the curricula programs of tho 
school, -iiis study t/ill give consideration to tho follow­
ing methods and devices which have been developed and found 
to be practicali (l) alternation of subjects; (2) combina­
tion of classes; (3) Individualised instruction; and 
(Ip) library service. 
Alternation of Subjects 
Alternation of subjects means that the pupils of two 
grades arc combined into a single group and taught as one 
Class. An example of alternation is tho combining of the 
eleventh and twelfth grades into one hglish class. By 
altering tho subject matter included in the two years of 
English the combined grades would be taught one year's work 
one year and the other year's work tho following year. To 
initiate this procedure, it would be necessary to teach tho 
senior English the first year, since the twelfth grade 
would have had junior hgliah the preceding year. 
Alternation of subject may be used in a number of 
secondary school subjects such as tngllsh, the natural 
sciences, and any other subjects which do not have fixed. 
hz 
prerequisites, That a largo number of subjects la funda­
mental in any educational program Is Indicated by Port, as 
fallows: 
Sao successful meeting of the Individual needs 
of all boys and girls of junior-high-school age 
and sonior-high-achool ago demands that a vari­
ety of courses be available on the secondary 
lovol• If a variety of courses is denied, the 
problem of adequately meeting pupils' needs is 
insurmountable *13 
where is, of course, a limit beyond which It is no 
longer practicable to alternate subjects, but at the same 
time, for small schools with few teachers and a limited 
number of spaco units, alternation offers many possibili­
ties for offoring a broader curriculum. 
Combination of Classes 
Combination of classes, as the tem is used here, 
. means the placing together during one period •under 
one teacher of pupils who are registered for two or more 
distinct subjects."13 irobably the class period, when tills 
method of procedure la uaod, should be on© hour in length. 
2ms, if there are two classes under the supervision of one 
lcIiort, Paul P.. She Individual i-upll. p. 321. 
. *°3eventeonth Yearbook, "Schools in Small Gaaaml-
ties," p."I3?3." " 
k3 
teacher it would bo possible to devote approximately thirty 
minutos to each group, If there are throe classes, oach 
could be civon twenty minutes of instruction time. Of 
course, the division of time- would be on the basis of need 
rather than in any .rbitrar;; division. It would so era that 
to combine more than two classes with satisfactory results, 
the enrollment in the groups should be snail, if ample time 
is to bo loft for individual instruction. 
For combination of classes to function satisfactorily, 
it is almost necessary that individualiaod instruction mate­
rials bo used in one or all of the classes involved. 
Individualised Instruction 
Individualised instruction as used hero means just 
what the term implies, that instruction in a subject is given 
til© pupil individually rather than by class methods. Cer­
tainly, if such a method is to bo successful, !!textbooks 
used must bo supplemented by materials which ,.iako the text­
book largely self-teaching, self-motivating, and solf-
tosting."14 Such supplementary materials16 are available 
and are being used satisfactorily by pupils in the high 
14Ibid., p. 1̂ 3. 
XoSupervised Correspondence, Courses, published by the 
am tons ion Department, -university of heuraaka, Lincoln, 
Kebraska. 
school which the '.a1 iter administers. It may bo stated that 
g::_orlonce has convinced him that only the more capable 
.uplis la the school should bo allov/od to study courses 
through tills method. 
2hat it Is inadvisable to use this method in all 
subjects is pointed out in the Seventeenth Yearbook, us 
follows« 
Experience of schools that aro using individual­
ised materials indicate that tho superiority of 
those materials Is most clearly demonstratod in 
all the skill or tool aubjocts; .... Hot all 
the subject matter in these fields should be 
individualised, nor should all the subjects be 
taught by group methods.1G 
liois method provides curriculum enrichment for tho 
exceptional pupil in the saall school which is, in tho 
writers opinion, worthy of considoration by small school 
administrator#. 
Building implications for individualised instruction 
will call for proper housing of supplies and materials used 
in the work. Perhaps a special table or desk placed in the 
back of a regular classroom in some instances may be needed 
to allow the pupil to do satisfactory work. 
Library Services 
Since few rupils enrolled in the snail secondary 
10Seventeenth Yearbook, Op. cit., p. 156. 
schools have direct access to public library facilities, it 
Is highly Important that the snail school provide its pupils 
with adequate library facilities, teo Importance of the 
library to the school is indicated by the following state­
ment : 
She library is the heart of tho school. It, 
after the pupil and teacher, has been ranked 
by competent authorities as most important in 
tho education of tho child, hie library Is 
ono of the most important parts of the public 
school; .... 
Satisfactory Instruction of tho pupil today 
can no longer be confined to a single test-
book; . . . tee use of the library by the 
children of tho school is an accurate cri­
terion of tho school's educational progress.17 
If the abovo statement be accepted, it is plain that the 
small school must make provision for adequate library 
facilities in order to carry on a modern program of studies. 
2his need is further pointed out by aygman: 
She major purposes of tho library in tee junior 
high school program are to enlarge tee pupil's 
horizon through ©nrlchmont of tee courses offered 
and to increase interest in worthwhile reading, 
liot only should the library of for factual, fic­
tional, and visional material, but also it should 
offer many opportunities for pupil growth in 
activities teat expand the usos of tee library 
for tee entire school.io 
3-7 lb Id., p. 161. 
xoiygman, G* H, "pits Junior iligh. Irogroa," tee 
-atimi's tehools. p. 39. 
Too frequently the library in the small hi$h school is 
placed where spaco in the General school plan per. dto, with­
out resold bo library use, students travel distances, proper 
orientation and natural lighting, All this points to a lack 
of planning for properly housing the library in the secon­
dary school. Sargent offers a feasible solution that may 
bo used by the small schools 
A desirable plan for libraries of twelve year 
schools of populations of loss than 5>Q0 pupils 
is the combination library-study room. This 
combination eliminates a largo study with its 
rows of desks and its usual problem of dis­
cipline and results in greater officionoy and 
room utilization.10 
Each individual school v/ill nood to ovolvo piano 
that v/ill best moot its own particular library problems. 
Tho author has made a diligent study of his particular 
problem and has made plans that ho fools will work. Splen­
did ideas and suggestions have been received from the port­
folio section of th© October, 1939 issue of "She Nation's 
Schools, f,2° 
She foregone discussion was necessary to present a 
picture of the physical needs of the Pornoy school plant# 
Th© writer will now discuss those physical features that are 
1GSargont, Hornioth O. "Library Shunning* w gho 
ration^ sh-.ols. p, ipX» 
30"Library Portfolio," oho llatien's Schools. p. 1|1, 
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tangible In nature. 
Site 
Sho term "school plant" ineludos the school site, 
school building, and equipment.** Accenting to the stand­
ards for school sites, the homey school should have between 
six and ten acres of playground space.s': However, the 
Forney school will have five acres for playground; this 
amount has boon set as a standard that can bo met at the 
present time, the building will occupy a space 225 foot 
square with a frontage of 75 foot, The location of the sito, 
with reference to accessibility, drainage, communication, 
transportation, environment, and shape is ideal. 
Classrooms 
Classrooms will be located so that exit from building 
is readily, achieved, and in reasonable proximity to drinking 
fountains and toilets. Classrooms of related interest will 
be grouped. All classrooms will bo as near the library as 
constructional plans will permit. 
Inch discussion Is tailing place as to what constitutes 
slHoodor, hard G. lublic .^ohool administration, 
p. 253. " 
Standards and Activities, p. 9* 
a satisfactory area pox* pupil for academic classrooms. A 
chock with number of school principals end teachers indi-
cato that tlxo majority is satisfied with a clear area of 13 
square foot per pupil. Strayer and hngolhardt'"0 agree that 
17 to 18 square foot will allot; ample space for ,ost activi­
ties to bo carried on in most schools. -1 a; for the Forney 
school provide for two large classrooms, one for the elemen­
tary and one for the high school, fheso rooms will be 33 
feot by l\B foot, partitioned with removable .-alls. 
bach classroom will be as nearly complete as funds 
will permit, adequate chalkboard space, bulletin end tack-
bo urds, desks and seats, cloakroom and wash basins will be 
standard equipment in all elementary classrooms, 
Lionroo states: 
.Despite the acknowledged importance of the site 
in the development of an efficient educational 
plant the amount of res© rch that has been done 
on some of the problems relating to school sites 
is rather small,cc 
However, most authorities agree that location should be 
determined by such factors as, accessibility, environment, 
drainage, and nature of soil, iho factor, nature of soil, 
is the only problem that will confront the uuuinis trution at 
co .'trayor, Georgo D. and hngolhardt, H. i», fuo 
American ..chool and Jnivorslty. p. 13, 
•;4r.onroo, Walter S, thovolopedla of iiesoar-ch, 
P. 1031. 
k$ 
Forney. Forney has black soil. A solution to this problem 
will bo effected through the use of sand and gravel. 
Heating 
Heat for all regular classrooms will be provided by 
Individual natural gas OEhaust heaters. 3io shop, gymna­
sium, hoao economics room and library v:Ill be hoatod by 
elevated blow type gas heaters, tgiis typo of heating unit 
can bo used as cooling systems in warm seasons. 
Playground. 
As stated c <rllor in tela char ter, the playground will 
bo smaller than that recommended by certain, standards, but 
the author feels that- the amount of playground allocated to 
the Forney school will bo adequate due to the fact that a 
gymnasium has boon planned for the proposed now school. 
i 
Aud i tor iun̂ Gymas ium 
because of community uso the gyjaaastum will bo located 
so it will be accessible from tee street with direct entrance 
to tho gyanaaiu. t floor. htrancc fro,, tho main building 
will bo by platform ra. ps, 
According to Blair,30 where the enrollment is from 151 
1IW# ill III I. J-. -J. ..nWir., • -r ,.r in, —, ,m n,i|syi I. „ . Y-fir ^ r I I - - ... 
uBlalr, Herbert# A - -core Card for iassuring physi­
cal . ucation Facilities," dip .Aaoric,,n school and university. 
q- • i--1̂ ) • 
to 500, the gymnasium should bo 1J0 foot by 8£ x'oo'c with an 
overhead clearance of 22 foot, The gymnasium at ..ornoy will 
bo k$ foot by 90 foot by 20 foot. ihe seating capacity will 
be about 300» 
Lone Loononics Laboratory 
S10 homo oconor.iios laboratory will bo planned and 
constructed according to standards sot by tb® Stat© Board 
for Vocational Vacation, She /ritor thi;- 1a mat die unit 
claaood as an all purpose department, ®6 will bo adequate to 
care for the high school pupils who ore expected xo take tho 
courses. Flexibility in plans will allow cor tain space bo 
be used for different activities. For Instance, the bod-
room center may be a part of the clothing center to provide 
for grooming and fitting of garments. Is a, tire laundry 
center may bo included in ono of the unit kxtchens. 2Lo 
bulletin, Standards and activities of Vocational ..nopioman-
ing,07 is the authori s o & source for all inforcia uiwa co~_-
corning vocational homo economics. 
scStatp hoard for Voc ition ..1 jcncutlon --y A pp--dtp. 
Division. pTl^T 
$1 
Combination Woodwork and farm Shop 
'ilio shop for the Forney school trill concentrate its 
courses around cabinet making, building maintcnmco and 
fnm1 tool repair service. housing, equip-new. t, mid tools 
will bo selected in accordance with standards recommended by 
the state accrediting division Tor shops. In tho construc­
tion of a shop tho architect will ..ant to know what is to 
ha' on oduca t ioaally in the snop# au onu wlon onould 
bo furnished by the .̂ d'liniotrativo body of the district 
proposing the building# 2ien the architect can proceed with, 
construction according to standards sot by the state accred­
iting division for school shops. 
Ml power operated machines no matter how well 
guarded present a certain amount of danger -aid every precau­
tion, therefore, should be taken to safeguard the student. 
3xo actual : lacing and arrangement of tho machine itself in 
relation to other machines, to aisles, to light, and otfcor 
factors must be carefully considered. 
Ihe Delta licmufactaring Gcrapany30 lists 10 power 
machines that arc used in most school shops which require 
special care in placing in the shop. die so machines are: 
the circular saw, tho jointer-, tho band saw, wood turning 
ca,J3ie Delta Itouufactraring Company, "llow to Ilan a 
dchool Shop,51 : dlwau .:©o, Wisconsin, 19̂ 0. p. 20. 
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lathes t bolt sander, disc sander, sharpener, scroll saw, 
grinder, and tho drill pross. 
Qvmmry 
A study of school conditions throughout the country 
roveals that tho primary importance of adequate district 
Structure and adequate finance to aiodom oduoation cannot 
over enyhaeised. District structure and finance are tho 
atom w li s that confront educators front coast to coast 
when they attempt to solve the prewSing problems involved 
in doing justice to school children and to society as a 
whole. School planning for tho most part has lagged far 
behind educational practices, how when the value of the 
construction dollar has been reduced to IpO cents and birth 
rate is the highest in history, it sooias likely that little 
more than tho essentials will be provided in most communi­
ties. 
She cost of materials have not all increased in the 
son© proportion, nor has the wage scalo of the building 
mechanics and markup by contractors boon the son© in each 
trade. one building operations have doubled in cost; 
others have increased IpOO or $u0 per cent, ihe ability and 
willingness of a community to finance the cost of a no?; 
school will determine how far tho board of education and the 
architect con go in providingi (l) the £\mdo»ental 
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remuirorienta and (2) the desirable additional educational 
facilities and architectural troatmiont, the xaoat recent 
trends in schoolhouso planning are away fron oxponaive 
frills in any place about the buildlngl and trie idea of 
constructions that are expected to last over too long a 
period. Certain architectural treatments are very expen­
sive due to the class of materials used, She arpmiont 
presented against the construction of buildings with too 
long a life expectancy lies in the danger of tire building 





SUMMARY, COKCLUSIQHS, AIID RECOIJIBilDAYIOHS 
Bodistrieting through consolidation in sparsely sot-
tlod communities aoem the only mean whereby an adequate 
educational program can bo carriod out. Alio re may bo 
adequate districts and adequate finance, but IT the enroll­
ment, buildings and equipment are inadequate, a modem edu­
cational program cannot be effected. In view of the fact 
that consolidation has become a reality in tho Pornoy dis­
trict, the writer has proposed a physical school plant that 
will adequately solve tho problems brought on through con­
solidation by proposing answers to tho following questions: 
(1) What are the demands being made of school buildings? 
(2) hy is it important that those demand a be mot? (3) What 
•will bo tho building needs of -tho district after consolida­
tion? (lp) Will the Forney district bo financially aboe to 
supply these needs? If so, what is the best financial plan 
suited to tho district? {£) Can the small school adequately 
moot tho educational needs of a community? And if so, how 
can tliis bo dono? 
Due to til© tremendous cost of a modern school plant 
to tli© coiaaunityi and tho relationship that exist between 
all Individuals of tho community, educators hold that schools 
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uoe too little of the available room apace during the day. 
Also "that the plant is utilised by out-of-school groups less 
than is advisable. 2her©fore, it is important that the 
school plant bo built with a thought of tho continuity as a 
whole. 
She building needs of a couminity will liavo been met 
when construction has been planned 30 that all tho elements 
in tho educational offer-lugs demanded by a state program 
for making available to all childron a satisfactory minimum 
educational opportunity# including all individuals of the 
oocaaunity. 
A study of tho financial status of the Forney school 
school district before and after consolidation, fable II, 
page 29? shows conclusively that tho Forney district can 
finance an adequate school building program by issuing bonds. 
She Forney school is a small school, but it can serve 
the purposes for which the community invests its capital if 
in planning the principles of, flexibility, multiple use of 
space and multiple supervision will bo considered# 
Conclusions 
lire findings in this study reveal that the Forney 
Kegro school noeds a building containing 10 regular class­
rooms, homo economics room, combination woodwork and form 
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shop* nnri gysn&siusa* Shoso ar© th© minimum necus duo bo 
me enrollments of regular elementary and high scliool stu­
dents, and out-of-school group activities as shown in Chap­
ter IV, page 32# 
Also, it has been shown that the Forney school dis­
trict is financially ablo to provide an adequate building 
duo to increased revenues acquired through consolidation as 
shown in Table XX# page 29 • 
Therefore, the writer concludes that a building pro­
gram should be carried out that will provide for present 
needs and will talc© the future into consideration as far as 
it Is educationally wise. 
Eo com:-end at ions 
In the light of the findings in this study, the 
writer makes the following recommendations: 
1. That th© -orney school have 10 regular claas-
rooms, combination library-study room, gymna­
sium, and shop, 
2, Compotont v/orfxxon will be employed wherever 
needed especially in the installation of tLi© 
lavatory equipment, lighting system, sound-
proofing or corridors, and gymnasium; and 
ventilation systems. 
3# 22iat the school board buy tho lot 100 foot by 
125 foot adjoining the prosont school grounds 
for future expansion of classrooms. 
5>7 
iu lliat serial bonds bo leaned to the amount of 
Z$ per cent in excess of the expected amount 
needed to finance the building of the Hcgro 
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coxaaunity as well us with who purposes una objec­
tives of tiie oloiaantary school" and "some animal 
reports of superintendents of schools in which 
discussions of elomontary education are to be 
found with illus fcratlons of the work being done in 
the elementary schools." Also gives a general 
bibliography on sohoolhouslng• 
#22. Strayer, George D. and Jngelhardt, II. L. .core 
Card for High School Buildings, feaefaors Col'la&o, 
mi!a maCvorslty. 19221;.. 
Contains a a elected bibliography on high school 
buildings as well as a general bibliography on 
schoolhous ing. 
*»23. Straycr, George . and Jingelhardt, X. L. Jo pro 
Cards and Standards for Junior Hi,h chooIs. 
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Teacher© College# Columbia University. 1932* 
Contains a splendid list of books dealing with 
Junior high school buildings and problems arising, 
Also contains a general bibliography, 
Sykes, 2. F, "kodera Eibliograyhy of School ."osiga* 
with Annotations." Illustrations. Architectural 
mocor .. 79a';..37-SV» Juno, 1936. 
tbook® and Lite Publications Dealing huoiuslvcly or 
,. r „ - r. , II- H I-IMIII .I •. • •. • »-— — ftwliMin. ™ rlT - — • " ———• aS'iTy with .jci:»oolliousxxig. 
Considers the problem of school hygiene from the 
standpoint of providing for proper physical environ­
ment and conduct of healthful school activities. 
Suggestions are off ©rod on many phases of school-
house construction* 
Bennett, E. 8. School iosturo and -.eating. Glim 
and Company* 1926. " 
discusses desk equipment. 
Barnard, henry, -school ucPltoctnpo. Charles B. 
Dor ton, Mf York, ld$|U Flans, illustrations, 
diagrams» IpGlp p. 
Probably represents Hie first attempt at a general 
treatment of the subject* Of historical interest 
only from the standpoint of development of school 
architecture, 
Donovan# John J. end Others. School Architecture# 
Llacmillan Co., 1921. 
A book treating tho many phases of schoolhousing 
by an architect familiar with tho many problems to be 
solvod. Contain© ;.aay illustrations of plans, rooms, 
Donovan, John J. A hethod of Procedure and Checking 
Schedule for IluuiTng ra^oboox Buildi^a and tnoir&uip-
oar: TS5»^.'j»s«ij^VoUw7 art nstHrrossr-
trations. 361 p. 
A practical working chock list and guide for archi­
tects, school administrators, and schoolboar&s, who 
contemplate , laming a school 
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building of any kind# 
Dudley, Leland, Location of pltg. School PI ant a* 
Harvard University Press, l9s9\ 
Sets up criteria which slimld govern the 
location of school plants In cities* Discusses 
travel distances# 
Karl, M*ard C* School Building,. asliington, 
I). C. 1910, ~ 
Brief discussion on planning small schools 
ranging from one to eight rooms. 
Bngelhardt. IU L. School Building Programs in 
Arierlcan Cities, TeaoHcr sTolloge, coiunoia 
A discussion of school "building programs. 
ihgGlhardt, II. L. and JSngolherdt, Fred. Han-
niisft School Building Programs. Teachers 
Vo'nc i Ey, 1030. 
A test concerned with the cost of education, 
also of classes, binds of curricula, discussed 
in relationship to sites, buildings, and equip­
ment. 
Hart. Prank W* A Standard State Sdioolhousing 
Code. Williams and Son. "Albany, new 16rk. 
Proposed statutory requirements, rules, regu­
lations and forms concerning schoolhousing, 
Harrison, K. and Dobbin, 0. h. School 
Buildings of Today and Tomorrow. Architoc-
tu3?f& BSok'TublisMns'Co., WYork. 1931. 
A work featuring layouts for various specific 
units in elementary, junior high school, end 
senior high school buildings. Illustrated with 
photographs and floor plans. Contains a sec­
tion on modern schools in foreign countries. 
Moehlnan, Arthur S» Public School Plant Pro-
gran. Rand McHaHy Co., tSlcago. luku» Flans, 
illustrations, 405 p. 
Deals with planning the plant program from its 
inception through all its steps to the final execu-
70 
tion and appraisal, Determines the needs of the 
ultimate plant, 
13, National Education Association, Report of Com­
mit tec on Bohoolhouse planning, 
Disousses process of planning and construc­
ting a building. Choice of general plan, 
oapacity of rooms, illumination, safety, Esti­
mating costs, 
14, Mann, Horace, Report of the Jeoratary of the 
Board of education on We Subject of BcTiool-
Iious'c's. In lecture a and' "annual reports on edu­
cation, Massachusetts Btate Board of Muoation, 
1867, p, 433-489, 
Borne principles of schoolhouae construction. 
Fdstorical interest, 
*15, Otto, Henry J, Elementary School Ornaniation 
and Administration, D. Appleton Century Co,, 
New "dorA. 1934, tables, plans, bibliography, 
illustrations, 632 p. 
Includes a check list governing school 
grounds, construction and repair of school build­
ings and equipment and school sanitation, A dis­
cussion of school office equipment and layout, 
giving suggestions and a discussion of the rela­
tion of the school plant to the administ atlonal 
organization, educational policy and currioular 
needs, 
*16. Boeder, iard $« Business Administration of 
School Jy3terns. Ginn and Go. 1929, 
Chap, 711, Ilanning and Constructing a 
School Building. 
Cliap, 7111, School architectural service. 
Chap, IX, Selecting and purchasing school 
sites. 
Chap. All. maintenance of school plant. 
Chap, XI11. School janitors. 
APPi$©IX B 
TE3 STANDARD FGHL OF AGRSSANNT COHT&&CTOH 
AMD 0 Mm FOR GONBTmCTlOM OF BUILDINGS 
Issued by the American Institute of Arohitects For 
Use *dien a Stipulated Sum Forms the Basis of Payment 
This Form of Agreement, Fifth Edition, has received the 
approval of the Associated General Contractors of America; 
the Contracting Plasterer®'* International Association! 
the Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning Contractors 
Rational Association; The Rational Building Granite 
Quarries Association, Inc.; The Rational Alectrioal Con­
tractors Association; The Painting and Daoorating Con­
tractors of America, and The Producers* Counoul, Inc. 
This form 13 to he used only with the standard general 
conditions of the contract for construction of buildings. 
THIS AOS&mANT raade the day of 
In the yaar Nineteen Hundred, and Jay and 
between 
hereinafter oalled the Contractor, and 
hereinafter called 
the Owner, .ITHH33FTHg that the Contractor and the Owner 
for the considerations hereinafter named agree as follovjsi 
Article 1. Scope of the Pork.—The Contractor shall fur-
Ish all of the materials and perform all of the work shown 
on the Drawings and described in the Specifications 
entitled 
(Here insert the caption descriptive of the work'ao used on 
the Drawings and in the other Contract Documents) 
prepared by 
ACTING A J AND IN TKiSCS CONTRACT BQGIM1SNT3 entitled the 
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Architect; and shall do everything required by this 
Agreement, the General Conditions of the Contract, the 
Specifications and the Drawings. 
Article 2» Time of Completion.—The work to be per-
foraed under this Contract shall be commenced 
and 
shall be substantially completed ~ 
(Here insert stipulation as to liquidated 
damages, if any) 
Article 5. The Contract Gum,—The Owner shall pay the 
Contractor for tlie performance of the Contr ct, subject 
to additions and deductions provided therein, in current 
fun&3 as follows? 
(State here the lump sum amount, unit prices, or both,as 
desired in individual cases)# 
./here the quantities originally contemplated are so 
changed that application of the agroed unit price to the 
quantity of work performed is shown to create a hardship 
to the Owner or the Contractor, there shall be an equi­
table adjustment of the Contract to prevent such hard­
ship* 
Article 4. Pro areas Payment a.—The Owner shall make pay­
ments on account of the Contr ct as provided therin, as 
follows s 
On or about the day of each month 
per cent of the value, based on the Con­
tract prices, of labor and materials incorporated in the 
work and of materials suitably stored at the site thereof 
up to the day of that month, as 
estimated by the Architect, less the aggregate of previ­
ous payments; and upon substantial completion of the 
entire work, a sum sufficient to increase the total pay­
ments to per cent of the Contract 
pr i c e 
(Insert here any provision made for limiting or reducing 
the amount retained after the work reaches a certain 
stag© of completion, ) 
Article 5. Acceptance and Final 1 absent.—Final payment 
'sliall Vo clue Says' after substantial 
cor.iplotion of ' the v/orlc provided the work be then fully 
completed and tlx© contract fully porformed. 
Upon receipt of written notice that the work is ready for 
final inspection and acceptance, the Architect shall 
promptly make ouch inspection, and when lie finds the work 
acceptable under the contract and the contract fully per­
formed, ho shall promptly issue a final certificate, over 
his own signature, stating tliat the work provided for in this 
contract has been completed and is accepted by hiia under 
the terns and conditions thereof, and that the entire balance 
found to be due the Contractor, and noted in said final 
certificate, is duo and payable. 
Before issuance of final certificate the Contractor shall 
submit evidence satisfactory to the Architect that all 
payrolls, material bills, and other indebtedness connected 
with the work have been paid. 
If after the work has been substantially completed, full 
completion thereof is materially delayed through no fault 
of the Contractor, and the Architect so certifies, the 
Owner shall, upon certificate of the Architect, and with­
out terminating Hie Contract, make payment of the balance 
duo for that portion of Hie work fully completed and 
accepted, Suck payment sliall bo made under the terms and 
conditions governing final payment, except that it shall not 
constitute a waiver of claims. 
Article 6, £lxe Contract Documonts,—Ihe GenerJt Conditions 
"old' the Jontrc!c!J, utio" "av'ocl̂ icĉ lons and 'the Drawings, 
together with this Agreement, form the Contract, and they 
are as fully a part of the Contract as if hereto attached 
or herein repeated, She following is an ©numeration of the 
Specifications and Drawings: 
III TflTHBSS V/HEBBOF the parties hereto have executed tills 
Agreement, the day and year first above written. 
